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Extend the high-quality instruction that occurs throughout  
the academic year with summer learning opportunities. 

The summer months are a pivotal time to continue students’ learning,  
advance their reading skills, and narrow the cumulative achievement  
gap between children with means and those without. 

Three Ways to Stop the Summer Reading Slide  
with Scholastic’s My Books Summer

1Provide Access to Books
My Books Summer offers students fiction and nonfiction book packs along with 
activities that reinforce key learning skills during the summer months.

Adapt to Reading Abilities and Interests
With My Books Summer, educators can choose books that best meet their students’ needs by 
providing packs aligned to reading/grade levels or by letting students choose what they want to read.2

Engage Families
My Books Summer gives educators and families the resources they’ll need to boost 
the literacy skills of all children while they’re outside of the classroom.3

Build and Sustain  
Family-School Partnerships 
During the Summer 
It’s essential to foster collaboration between 
educators and families, especially during 
the summer months. My Books Summer 
provides family engagement resources that 
create sustainable and effective family-school 
partnerships focused on boosting students’ 
academic achievement.

My Books Summer Alignment  
to the U.S. Department of Education’s  
Dual Capacity–Building Framework  
for Family-School Partnerships

• Grade-specific resources linked to learning 
provide opportunities for families to support their 
children’s literacy development over the summer.

• Easy-to-use tools build families, and school staff’s 
capability and confidence to actively engage in 
children’s learning during the summer months.

• Relational learning communities of trust and 
respect are formed between educators and 
families that extend into the school year.

To learn more about the Dual Capacity–Building 
Framework, visit scholastic.com/face.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION’S

Dual Capacity–Building Framework  
for Family-School Partnerships Summary

THE  
CHALLENGE

OPPORTUNITY 
CONDITIONS

POLICY AND 
PROGRAMMING  

GOALS

FAMILY AND  
STAFF CAPACITY 

OUTCOMES

Ineffective 
Family-School 
Partnerships

Effective 
Family-School 
Partnerships

Supporting student 
achievement  
and school 

improvement

Opportunity conditions focus on building 
and enhancing the skills, knowledge, and 

dispositions of stakeholders while creating 
systemic, integrated efforts to sustain 
initiatives across schools and districts.

Policy and programming goals must include a  
dual focus on building the capacity of both staff 

and families to engage in partnerships through the  
4 C’s: capabilities, connections, 

cognition, and confidence.
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Summer Reading in Action
Abundant Access to Books During  
the Summer Months
Former Title I Coordinator Dr. Kelli Cedo is passionate 

about providing every student from a low-income family 

in her district with abundant access to books all summer 

long and throughout the school year as well. Working 

in partnership with Scholastic’s Family and Community 

Engagement (FACE) team and the Title I community, Cedo 

implemented a three-pronged approach to filling the 

homes of her Title I students with books. Drawing from 

three decades of convincing research, the Title I team 

sees book distributions as the best way to boost students’ 

reading proficiency, increase their engagement with books, 

and prevent the summer reading slide.

Cedo and her team work to ensure that all Title I students:

• Have access to books of their choice throughout the 

summer months

• Build a home library through a quarterly book  

distribution program

• Participate in their first book distribution when they 

register for kindergarten

In Their Own Words

“	Children take pride in things that belong to them. 
The summer reading program builds on that pride 
by placing books into the hands of children who 
then take pride in reading to find out what is inside 
their books.”  —Irving Beard, Title I principal 

“	This program is a wonderful way to encourage 
parental involvement while bringing families 
together through books.” 
                    —Wendi West, reading specialist 

“	My husband and I truly, from the bottom of our 
hearts, appreciate having the home library and 
recognize the role it plays in furthering our 
children’s education.”           —Chelyse Miller, parent
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Read each poem on the left that is from the book.  Then fill in words for 

each poem on the right to make your own poem.

You Can’t Taste a Pickle With Your Ear

by Harriet Ziefert  pictures by Amanda Haley

620791 

Worms are soft,  

beetles hard. 

Can you find some

in your yard?

 are  ,  

 hard. 

I can find some

in my yard!

Lemons are sour;

honey is sweet.  

Which do you prefer to eat?

 are  ;

 is sweet.

Which do you prefer to eat?

In her lunch box 

Suzie packs,
Salami, pickles,

and cheese snacks.

In  lunch box 

 packs,
 ,   ,

and  snacks.

Pizza is spicy, 

milk is not.
Milk is cold
and pizza’s hot.

 is spicy, 
 is not.
 is cold

and  is hot. 
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About

Grade 3–5 JournalGrade 2 Health & Wellness  
Theme Books

Grade 2 Think Sheet

How It Works
My Books Summer is a series of high-interest Take-Home Packs for grades PreK to 12 
that keep children reading when the school year ends. Our Take-Home Packs reflect the 
interest and reading levels of each student and equip them with engaging books along 
with Think Sheets and a writing journal to ensure that they stay on track for success. 

What It Includes 
Each My Books Summer Take-Home Pack includes:

My Books Summer helps to prepare students for college and their careers.
To learn more, visit scholastic.com/face/mybookssummer.

Engaging Books
Five or ten engaging 

books featuring fiction, 
informational, and specialty 

themes such as STEM

Summer Reading Journal
Summer Reading Journal for students 
to record text-based responses and rate 
books they’ve read

Journals are available for grades 
PreK–K, 1–2, 3–5, and 6–12.

Think Sheets
Think Sheets for every title to 
reinforce reading comprehension 
and writing skills Scholastic TrackIt! Option

Scholastic TrackIt! option for  
students to track their reading  
progress all summer long

Tips for Families
Easy to implement tips in every 
journal that give families the 
opportunity to support their 
children’s reading progress 

Program Guide
A user-friendly administrator guide with everything 
you’ll need to effectively plan a summer reading take-
home program, including implementation strategies, 
ideas for family engagement, informal assessment 
tools, and thematic distribution resources
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Shared Accountability and Tracking Are Essential  
to Stopping the Summer Reading Slide

Scholastic

   
provides the entire community— 
administrators, teachers, students, 
and parents—with a central 
location for recording, storing, 
and reporting student reading 
progress all summer long. This 
online program helps everyone be 
accountable for student success!

Highlights

• TrackIt! allows students to record 
the books and/or number of pages 
they’ve read and the time spent 
reading them to track their progress 
toward reading goals.

• TrackIt! provides administrator-to-
district, teacher-to-parents, and 
teacher-to-students message boards 
as well as an ongoing report on 
students’ reading progress.

• TrackIt! generates reports that make 
it easy for teachers to keep records of 
class- and student-specific literacy 
progress, books read, text complexity 
of books read (where available), and 
time spent reading.

• TrackIt! lets administrators access 
student-, class-, and school-specific 
records of reading progress as well 
as student reading reports.

Try a FREE demo!
Visit www.scholastic.com/face/mybookssummer 

to download a free trial.

Administrators Measure 
Performance with  

Data-Driven Results 
Scholastic TrackIt! can help 

administrators gear up for the fall 
term by for measuring summer 

reading achievement by district, 
schools, and student levels.

Teachers Keep Up  
the Momentum
Scholastic TrackIt! is an 
invaluable tool that gives 
teachers access to their 
students’ reading progress 
during the summer while 
engaging with them and their 
families and helping with the 
spring-to-fall transition. 

Students Are Immersed  
in Their Reading Goals

As students develop and 
maintain their independent 
reading habits, it’s essential 
that they track their reading 

progress and engage with 
their goals.

Parents Support  
Student Performance  
Parents can play a critical role 
in supporting their children’s 
reading efforts and driving  
their reading success. 
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*	A	minimum	of	60	days	is	required	to	fulfill	custom	book	orders.

Custom Book Selection
Whether your district, school, or organization is focused 

on specific reading levels (DRA, Lexile, or GRL) or has a 

STEM, fine arts, or career exploration focus, Scholastic 

can help you build custom book packs. You choose the 

parameters, and one of our Scholastic specialists will work 

with you to create book packs that meet your needs.* 

My Books Summer offers various customization  
options to help you meet the unique requirements of  

your school, district, program, or community.

Customized Letters to 
Families and Communities
Let your families and community know how valuable 

summer reading is to student success and what your 

organization is doing to help this effort. Scholastic will 

partner with you to publish a personal message to include 

in every student’s book pack.

Price: $1.00 per student**

** Must serve at least 2,500 
students or more.
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Student Choice—Online
Students can choose from more than 300 age- and 

reading level–appropriate titles, including a wide range 

of fiction, nonfiction, and STEM-aligned titles. Teachers 

can help students choose their own books. Once the 

selections have been entered, teachers can compile the 

order and submit it to a school or district coordinator. 

Summer Backpacks and 
Custom Packaging
We have summer reading backpacks! We can make 

customized book bags, backpacks, or other specialized 

packaging with your school or organization’s logo. 

Backpack price: starting at $4.99 per student***

To get your custom packaging price, contact a  
summer reading specialist at 800-387-1437 ext. 6333.

***You	must	purchase	at	least	$500	in	take-home	books.	
Organizations spending $50,000 or more will receive  
bags	at	$3.99	per	student.		

Student Choice—On Site
Host a book distribution event where students can choose 

from more than 300 age- and reading level–appropriate 

titles. Your summer reading program coordinator can pick 

which books to ship to the event from a preselected list, or 

students can pick the books themselves. 

Contact a Scholastic summer reading specialist to build  
your custom program at 800-387-1437 ext. 6333.

Custom Options and Additional Resources
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Look at pages 8–9.  The words say, “I never thought to 
look there.  What a mess!”  Circle each thing you see in  
that messy room.

by Mercer Mayer

Just a Mess
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Circle the animals you saw on safari.  
Put an ‘X’ on the animals you did not see  
on safari.  Color the safari animals.

by Gail Tuchman

Safari: National  
Geographic Kids 
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Circle the letters in each row that  
are the same as the first letter.

A A  A  C  V  A
E E  F  E  L  E  F
O O  Q  G  O  C 

P B  P  R  P  P  B
S S  Z  C  S  S  U
T L  T  T  I  Z  T  L
N M  N  W  N  N
Y V  Y  W  Y  V  W
H T  N  H  I  I  H  N

by Denise Fleming

Alphabet Under Construction 

Order online at scholastic.com/mybookssummer6

School Readiness Theme Pack
• ABC I Like Me!
• Count!
• How Do Dinosaurs Go to School?
• The Shape of Things
• White Rabbit’s Color Book 
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Circle the letters in each row that  
are the same as the first letter.

A A  A  C  V  A
E E  F  E  L  E  F
O O  Q  G  O  C 

P B  P  R  P  P  B
S S  Z  C  S  S  U
T L  T  T  I  Z  T  L
N M  N  W  N  N
Y V  Y  W  Y  V  W
H T  N  H  I  I  H  N

by Denise Fleming

Alphabet Under Construction 
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With someone at home, cut out yellow, red, and blue 
colors from magazines or catalogs.  Glue each color 
onto the matching color cup.  Or draw pictures with 
crayons or markers.

by  Alan Baker

White Rabbit’s Color Book

yellow

red

blue

Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556925 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557830 • $39.95

School Readiness 
There’s real opportunity in providing families with 
books and encouraging caregivers to regularly read to 
their children. Preschoolers need to be ready to start the 
process of learning. This theme pack is a great way to 
introduce early literacy, build language skills, and prepare 
infants and toddlers for preschool and kindergarten. 

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• A Cat and a Dog/Un gato y un perro
• How Does Your Salad Grow?
• Ten Black Dots
• UnderGROUND
• Who Has This Tail?

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556923 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557825 • $24.95 

Fiction 5-Pack
• Alphabet Under Construction
• Dragons Love Tacos
• Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed
• National Geographic Kids: Safari
• Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556924 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557829 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556967 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557921 • $24.95
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What can you make with these dots?  
Use crayons or a pencil to add to the drawings.

by Donald Crews

Ten Black Dots 
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620682    

Look at pages 8–9.  The words say, “I never thought to 
look there.  What a mess!”  Circle each thing you see in  
that messy room.

by Mercer Mayer

Just a Mess
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Circle the animals you saw on safari.  
Put an ‘X’ on the animals you did not see  
on safari.  Color the safari animals.

by Gail Tuchman

Safari: National  
Geographic Kids 
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620679    

Circle the animals you saw on safari.  
Put an ‘X’ on the animals you did not see  
on safari.  Color the safari animals.

by Gail Tuchman

Safari: National  
Geographic Kids 
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10-PACK
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Circle the animals you saw on safari.  
Put an ‘X’ on the animals you did not see  
on safari.  Color the safari animals.

by Gail Tuchman

Safari: National  
Geographic Kids 
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What can you make with these dots?  
Use crayons or a pencil to add to the drawings.

by Donald Crews

Ten Black Dots 
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School Readiness Theme Pack
• If You Take a Mouse to School
• Kindergarten ABC
• Me On the Map 
• Numbers All Around
• Word Book

Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556928 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557839 • $39.95

Fiction 5-Pack
• 10 things I can do to help my world
• David McPhail’s Animals A to Z
• LMNO Peas
• Pete the Cat: Play Ball!
• Rain!

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• About Birds
• Building a House
• Petting Zoo
• Turtle Splash!
• What Do Wheels Do All Day?

Parents consistently cite summer as the most 
difficult time to ensure that their children have 

productive things to do. (Duffett et al., 2004)

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556926 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557833 • $24.95 

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556927 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557837 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556968 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557925 • $24.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK
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978-0-545-69572-5

Building a House
by Byron Barton

People do different jobs to build a house.  
Read about each job with someone at home. 
Then draw a line to match the job with the correct worker. 
Use what you learned in the book.

carpenter builds a chimney

bricklayer paints the house

plumber wires for lights

electrician puts up wood  
for walls

painter puts in pipes
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David McPhail’s Animals A to Z

Three pictures in each row have the same beginning 
sound.  One picture does not. Cross out the one that  
does not.

620693    

by David McPhail
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978-0-545-69572-5

Building a House
by Byron Barton

People do different jobs to build a house.  
Read about each job with someone at home. 
Then draw a line to match the job with the correct worker. 
Use what you learned in the book.

carpenter builds a chimney

bricklayer paints the house

plumber wires for lights

electrician puts up wood  
for walls

painter puts in pipes
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David McPhail’s Animals A to Z

Three pictures in each row have the same beginning 
sound.  One picture does not. Cross out the one that  
does not.

620693    

by David McPhail
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by Susan Canizares and Betsey Chessen

Numbers All Around

Look at the numbers on the left.  Read the number  
words at the right. Draw a line to match each number to  
its number word.  You can look in the book for help.

2 one
6 two
8 three
4 four
1 five
7 six
3 seven
9 eight
5 nine
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

Health & Wellness Theme Pack
• Animal Action ABC
• Get Up and Go!
• Good Food
• Healthy Me
• I Hate to Be Sick!

Health & Wellness 
Studies have shown that children’s physical well-being has  
a significant effect on their learning and long-term success. 
Books that help students understand the importance of  
nutrition, exercise, and healthy lifestyles are a great way  
to promote health and wellness. 

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• 1001 Things to Spot in the Sea
• Blackout
• One World, One Day
• Starfish
• National Geographic Kids: Swim Fish!

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556930 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557841 • $24.95 

Fiction 5-Pack
• The Cow That Went Oink
• A Fruit Is a Suitcase for Seeds
• I Stink!
• An Orange in January
• Scaredy Squirrel

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556933 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557843 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557041 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557927 • $24.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK
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by Mélanie Watt

Scaredy Squirrel

Scaredy Squirrel must decide whether to stay in the nut tree  
all the time. He lists the reasons it’s good to stay (advantages).  
He also lists the reasons it’s bad to stay (disadvantages).
Read Scaredy’s lists. Fill in the missing words to complete each 
advantage and disadvantage.

Advantages of never leaving the nut tree:
•     ______________ view
•  plenty of ______________ 
•  safe ______________ 
•   no tarantulas, poison ______________ , green 

______________ , ______________  bees, or sharks

Disadvantages of never leaving the nut tree:
•   same old  ______________
• same ______________ nuts
• ______________ old place

Now reread the list of advantages. Choose one advantage.  
Is it really a good reason not to leave the tree? Why or why not?  
Write 2–3 sentences telling what you think.
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by Katie Daynes

1001 Things to Spot in the Sea

Read and enjoy this book together. If your child needs help, assist in 
completing this activity page.  Revisit the book together at another 
time. Then offer necessary help to complete the reverse side.

Which group has more members? Circle your answer.
Open sea  
(pages 4-5) squid or flying fish

Water sports 
(pages 6-7) jet skis or inner tubes

Icy north  
(pages 8-9) polar bears or ringed seals

Coral reef  
(pages 10-11) trigger fish or porcupine fish

By the seashore  
(pages 12-13) sandwiches or red buckets

Which one has fewer members?  Circle your answer.
Underwater 
forest  
(pages 14-15)

sea fans or    

On a cruise  
(pages 16-17) palm trees or    

Sea village 
(pages 20-21) canoes or  

sea urchins

ladders

life savers

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556934 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557846 • $39.95
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by Katie Daynes

1001 Things to Spot in the Sea

Read and enjoy this book together. If your child needs help, assist in 
completing this activity page.  Revisit the book together at another 
time. Then offer necessary help to complete the reverse side.

Which group has more members? Circle your answer.
Open sea  
(pages 4-5) squid or flying fish

Water sports 
(pages 6-7) jet skis or inner tubes

Icy north  
(pages 8-9) polar bears or ringed seals

Coral reef  
(pages 10-11) trigger fish or porcupine fish

By the seashore  
(pages 12-13) sandwiches or red buckets

Which one has fewer members?  Circle your answer.
Underwater 
forest  
(pages 14-15)

sea fans or    

On a cruise  
(pages 16-17) palm trees or    

Sea village 
(pages 20-21) canoes or  

sea urchins

ladders

life savers
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620787

by Karen Pandell
photographs by Art Wolfe and Nancy Sheehan

Animal Action ABC

Think About It  The title of this book is Animal Action ABC.  
Why do you think it has that title? What does the title have to 
do with the words and pictures in the book? Write a sentence 
explaining your thoughts. You can ask an adult to help you.

Match It  Draw a line to match each action to the animal that does 
it in the book. You may look in the book to find the answers. 
Actions Animals
arch bear

drink penguin

eat elephant

growl kangaroo

kick panda

march gorilla

ride whale

trumpet giraffe

Circle It  Circle two actions above that all animals must do. 
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556940 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557853 • $39.95

Health & Wellness Theme Pack
• The Busy Body Book 
• How Did That Get in My Lunchbox?
• The Magic School Bus® and the Missing Tooth
• Why I Sneeze, Shiver, Hiccup, and Yawn
• You Can’t Taste a Pickle With Your Ear

Fiction 5-Pack
• The Car Washing Street
• Diary of a Worm
• One Cool Friend
• Pirates Don’t Change Diapers
• National Geographic Kids: Sharks

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• Boy, Were We Wrong About Dinosaurs!
• Fly Guy Presents: Space
• How I Became a Pirate
• Looking Closely in the Rain Forest
• The Magic School Bus®: Electric Storm

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556936 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557848 • $24.95 

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556938 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557850 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557042 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557929 • $24.95

Read each poem on the left that is from the book.  Then fill in words for 
each poem on the right to make your own poem.

You Can’t Taste a Pickle With Your Ear
by Harriet Ziefert  pictures by Amanda Haley

620791 

Worms are soft,  
beetles hard. 
Can you find some
in your yard?

 are  ,  
 hard. 

I can find some
in my yard!

Lemons are sour;
honey is sweet.  
Which do you prefer to eat?

 are  ;
 is sweet.

Which do you prefer to eat?

In her lunch box 
Suzie packs,
Salami, pickles,
and cheese snacks.

In  lunch box 
 packs,
 ,   ,

and  snacks.

Pizza is spicy, 
milk is not.
Milk is cold
and pizza’s hot.

 is spicy, 
 is not.
 is cold

and  is hot. 
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by Denise Lewis Patrick  pictures by John Ward

The Car Washing Street 

Matthew and his neighbors had a lot of fun.  What started the fun?   
What kept it going?  A cause is the reason something happens.   
An effect is what happens as a result.  Use the boxes below to write 
about causes and effects in the story.  

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

Junior Boy accidentally 
sprayed Mr. Henry  
with the hose.

CAUSE   

Mr. Henry splashed 
Junior Boy with a 
bucket full of water.

EffECT
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620754

by Kathleen V. Kudlinksi  illustrated by S.D. Schindler

Boy, Were We Wrong About Dinosaurs!

Circle It  
In the past, people believed many things about dinosaurs that we 
now know are wrong.  As scientists learn more, ideas about dinosaurs 
change.  Read each pair of sentences below. Circle the correct 
sentence in each pair. Look back at the book for information you need. 

1.  Fossil bones came from dragons. 
Fossil bones came from dinosaurs.

2.  Iguanadon had a spike on its nose. 
Iguanadon had spiky hands.

3.  Dinosaurs’ legs were straight under them. 
Dinosaurs’ legs stuck out like lizards’ legs. 

4.  Dinosaurs tails stuck straight out. 
Dinosaurs dragged their tails on the ground.  

5.  Small dinosaurs probably had feathers.   
All dinosaurs had scaly skin.

6.  Big dinosaurs had colors and patterns. 
Big dinosaurs were gray like elephants.

7.  Mother dinosaurs never saw their babies. 
Some dinosaurs took care of their babies. 

Explain It 
Choose one pair of sentences from above. Explain how scientists 
figured out that the wrong guess was wrong. Use details from the  
book to explain. Write your ideas on another paper. 

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK
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620741    

by Denise Lewis Patrick  pictures by John Ward

The Car Washing Street 

Matthew and his neighbors had a lot of fun.  What started the fun?   
What kept it going?  A cause is the reason something happens.   
An effect is what happens as a result.  Use the boxes below to write 
about causes and effects in the story.  

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

Junior Boy accidentally 
sprayed Mr. Henry  
with the hose.

CAUSE   

Mr. Henry splashed 
Junior Boy with a 
bucket full of water.

EffECT
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620754

by Kathleen V. Kudlinksi  illustrated by S.D. Schindler

Boy, Were We Wrong About Dinosaurs!

Circle It  
In the past, people believed many things about dinosaurs that we 
now know are wrong.  As scientists learn more, ideas about dinosaurs 
change.  Read each pair of sentences below. Circle the correct 
sentence in each pair. Look back at the book for information you need. 

1.  Fossil bones came from dragons. 
Fossil bones came from dinosaurs.

2.  Iguanadon had a spike on its nose. 
Iguanadon had spiky hands.

3.  Dinosaurs’ legs were straight under them. 
Dinosaurs’ legs stuck out like lizards’ legs. 

4.  Dinosaurs tails stuck straight out. 
Dinosaurs dragged their tails on the ground.  

5.  Small dinosaurs probably had feathers.   
All dinosaurs had scaly skin.

6.  Big dinosaurs had colors and patterns. 
Big dinosaurs were gray like elephants.

7.  Mother dinosaurs never saw their babies. 
Some dinosaurs took care of their babies. 

Explain It 
Choose one pair of sentences from above. Explain how scientists 
figured out that the wrong guess was wrong. Use details from the  
book to explain. Write your ideas on another paper. 

Because the summer learning shortfall is cumulative, it has 
consequences that reverberate throughout children’s schooling and 

can affect whether a child ultimately earns a high school diploma 
and continues on to college. (Alexander et al. 2007)
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556944 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557869 • $39.95

STEM Theme Pack
• The Lion’s Share
• Lucky Beans
• Moonshot
• Open Wide
• Perimeter, Area, and Volume 

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• The Buzz on Bees
• I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011
• Manfish
• On This Spot
• Thunderstorms

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556941 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557858 • $24.95 

Fiction 5-Pack
• Adventure according To Humphrey
• Bad Kitty Meets the Baby
• Girl Wonder
• Happy Birthday Bad Kitty
• Wonder Horse

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556943 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557864 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557043 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557931 • $24.95
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Girl Wonder:  
A Baseball Story in Nine Innings

by Deborah Hopkinson • pictures by Terry Widener

Below are words that describe Alta Weiss. fill in the organizers with evidence from 
the book that proves they are true. find things Alta does that show each trait. 

978-0-545-69569-5

BRAVE

TALENTED

DETERMINED

620771    
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by Chana Stiefel

Thunderstorms

A word web can help organize the information you know about a topic.   
Fill out the word web for Thunderstorms using the Key Words.

KEY WORDS
evaporates condenses radar thunder
weather balloons satellites water spout tropics

Thunderstorms

meteorologist

equator storm chaser

water

tornado lightning
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Girl Wonder:  
A Baseball Story in Nine Innings

by Deborah Hopkinson • pictures by Terry Widener

Below are words that describe Alta Weiss. fill in the organizers with evidence from 
the book that proves they are true. find things Alta does that show each trait. 

978-0-545-69569-5

BRAVE

TALENTED

DETERMINED

620771    
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by Chana Stiefel

Thunderstorms

A word web can help organize the information you know about a topic.   
Fill out the word web for Thunderstorms using the Key Words.

KEY WORDS
evaporates condenses radar thunder
weather balloons satellites water spout tropics

Thunderstorms

meteorologist

equator storm chaser

water

tornado lightning

STEM 
Science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) are 
crucial subjects for today’s children to discover. Books that 
reinforce STEM education inspire students to become doctors, 
researchers, rocket scientists, and even video game designers. 
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978-0-545-69549-7

Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11 
by Brian floca

In the book, the story of the first moon landing is told in the form of a poem.  
on the lines below, write the story in the form of a newspaper article.  
Include the 5 Ws in your article: Who?, What?, Where?, Why? When?  
Then compare the two forms by answering the questions that follow.

How are the poem and your newspaper article alike?  
How are they different? 
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10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal
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With 
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STEM Theme Pack
• The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins
• Growing Patterns
• Math Potatoes 
• Timeless Thomas: How Thomas Edison Changed Our Lives
• Your Fantastic Elastic Brain

Fiction 5-Pack
• Double Fudge
• Freedom on the Menu
• Island: A Story of the Galapagos
• Monster Hunt
• Stay Alive: Breakdown

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• The Camping Trip That Changed America
• Charlotte’s Web
• Cyberbullying
• National Geographic Kids: The Whale Who Won Hearts!
• Winter’s Tail

Students who read for fun almost every day outside 
of school score higher on the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP) than children who read  

for fun only once or twice a week. (Gallagher 2009)

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556945 • $19.95
With 
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5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556946 • $19.95
With 
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With 
Item: WNI557933 • $24.95
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This picture biography of Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins includes challenging vocabulary. 
Revisit the book for context clues as necessary to help you complete the crossword puzzle 
with these vocabulary words from the book.

The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins
by Barbara Kerley  illustrated by Brian Selznick

620811

SOLEMN
MONUMENTAL
ATTIRE
PALEOZOIC
PROPORTION
CATERER
EMINENT

FOUNDATION
PALEONTOLOGY
CORRUPT
VANDALS
DIGNITARIES
SHARD
DISMAY

Clues
ACROSS:

 3. deeply earnest, serious and sober
 7. people holding a special rank  

of honor
 8. standing above most others 
  in rank, worth, fame, etc
 9. clothing or style for a particular occasion
 11. adjust size relative to other things
 12. a feeling of despair in the face of obstacles
 14. immoral, dishonest, open to bribery

DOWN
 1. second major geologic time scale  

beginning 544 million years ago
 2. a base that supports everything above it
 4. having great size or scope
 5. branch of archeology that studies fossil organisms 
 6. a person or business that prepares food for a  

specific site other than a restaurant
 10. people who willfully destroy or deface property
 13. a fragment or piece of something, usually  

glass or pottery
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978-0-545-69566-4

Island: A Story of the Galápagos
by Jason Chin

Vocabulary Match
Match each vocabulary word to its definition. Write the letter of each definition on the 
line beside the word it matches. 

Words Definitions

 1.   climate

 2.   endemic

 3.   adapt

 4.   species

 5.   descendant

 6.   environment

 7.   generation

 8.   evolve

 9.   inherit

 10.   terrain

 11.   predator

 12.   drought

A. to adjust to new conditions or surroundings

B. an animal that hunts, captures, and eats other animals

C.  a plant or animal that develops from an earlier form of that 
plant or animal

D. to change gradually over time

E. the average weather conditions of a place

F. to receive a trait or physical characteristic from one’s parents

G. native to a particular place and not found anywhere else 

H. the surroundings in which plants and animals live

I. a long period of dry weather, with little or no rain

J.  a group of plants, animals, or other living things that share 
common characteristics

K. the ground

L.  a group of plants or animals living at about the same time 
and at about the same stage of development

Choose two vocabulary words from above. Use both words in a sentence that gives 
information about the island.
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Winter’s Tail
By Juliana Hatkoff, Isabella Hatkoff, and Craig Hatkoff 

620784    

Complete the timeline by filling in the most important  
events between Winter’s injury and her recovery. 

  Fisherman Jim Savage finds Winter caught in a crab trap  
  in Mosquito Lagoon.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Winter adjusts to life with a new tail and lives a happy, healthy life at  
 Clearwater Marine Aquarium.

 Which event was most important of all? Why? Circle the event on the timeline.  
 Then explain why you chose it, using evidence from the text.

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________
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978-0-545-69566-4

Island: A Story of the Galápagos
by Jason Chin

Vocabulary Match
Match each vocabulary word to its definition. Write the letter of each definition on the 
line beside the word it matches. 

Words Definitions

 1.   climate

 2.   endemic

 3.   adapt

 4.   species

 5.   descendant

 6.   environment

 7.   generation

 8.   evolve

 9.   inherit

 10.   terrain

 11.   predator

 12.   drought

A. to adjust to new conditions or surroundings

B. an animal that hunts, captures, and eats other animals

C.  a plant or animal that develops from an earlier form of that 
plant or animal

D. to change gradually over time

E. the average weather conditions of a place

F. to receive a trait or physical characteristic from one’s parents

G. native to a particular place and not found anywhere else 

H. the surroundings in which plants and animals live

I. a long period of dry weather, with little or no rain

J.  a group of plants, animals, or other living things that share 
common characteristics

K. the ground

L.  a group of plants or animals living at about the same time 
and at about the same stage of development

Choose two vocabulary words from above. Use both words in a sentence that gives 
information about the island.
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Winter’s Tail
By Juliana Hatkoff, Isabella Hatkoff, and Craig Hatkoff 

620784    

Complete the timeline by filling in the most important  
events between Winter’s injury and her recovery. 

  Fisherman Jim Savage finds Winter caught in a crab trap  
  in Mosquito Lagoon.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Winter adjusts to life with a new tail and lives a happy, healthy life at  
 Clearwater Marine Aquarium.

 Which event was most important of all? Why? Circle the event on the timeline.  
 Then explain why you chose it, using evidence from the text.

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________
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620813    

FACT #1:
Why is it interesting?

FACT #2:
Why is it interesting?

What facts about germs or illness did you find most interesting? Use the boxes below to 
write about two fascinating facts. 

Choose one fact above. Create an informational picture or graphic to explain or illustrate 
the fact. Share your work with people at home.

Achoo! The Most Interesting Book You’ll Ever Read About Germs

By Trudee Romanek Illustrated by Rose Cowles

New research indicates that sending books home with children over 
the summer yields great achievement gain and is less expensive 

and less extensive than providing summer school or engaging in 
comprehensive school reform.  (Allington and McGill-Franzen 2008)
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One Hen
 By Katie Smith Milway  Illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes

An editorial is a newspaper article that expresses the author’s opinion about an issue in the 
news. You can find examples in the Opinion section of your local newspaper or any newspaper 
available online.

Write an editorial persuading readers to lend money to families like Kojo’s family. Use Kojo’s 
story as an example of how a small loan can make a big difference.  Provide a brief summary 
of his story. Use text evidence to support the argument that people should lend money through 
programs such as those described at the back of the book.
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620687   

“Akitas are known for their intelligence, loyalty, and extreme 
devotion,” the Professor tells Yasua. Hachiko has these qualities—
and so does the Professor.
Fill in the chart below with examples that show how each character demonstrates 
these traits. 

     Hachiko Waits
By Lesléa Newman  Illustrated by Machiyo Kodaira

Hachi The Professor

Intelligence

Loyalty

Extreme 
Devotion

Why is this book titled Hachiko Waits? What is important about 

Hachiko’s waiting? Use evidence from the text to explain.
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620680    

One Hen
 By Katie Smith Milway  Illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes

An editorial is a newspaper article that expresses the author’s opinion about an issue in the 
news. You can find examples in the Opinion section of your local newspaper or any newspaper 
available online.

Write an editorial persuading readers to lend money to families like Kojo’s family. Use Kojo’s 
story as an example of how a small loan can make a big difference.  Provide a brief summary 
of his story. Use text evidence to support the argument that people should lend money through 
programs such as those described at the back of the book.
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620687   

“Akitas are known for their intelligence, loyalty, and extreme 
devotion,” the Professor tells Yasua. Hachiko has these qualities—
and so does the Professor.
Fill in the chart below with examples that show how each character demonstrates 
these traits. 

     Hachiko Waits
By Lesléa Newman  Illustrated by Machiyo Kodaira

Hachi The Professor

Intelligence

Loyalty

Extreme 
Devotion

Why is this book titled Hachiko Waits? What is important about 

Hachiko’s waiting? Use evidence from the text to explain.

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

Genre Study Theme Pack
• Love That Dog
• Bill the Boy Wonder 
• The Hypnotists
• The Monsters Are Due on Maple Street
• What Do Fish Have to Do With Anything?

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556955 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557896 • $39.95

Fiction 5-Pack
• The Cod’s Tale
• Infestation
• Lawn Boy
• Liar, Liar
• Three Times Lucky

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• 39 Clues: The Maze of Bones
• Drawing from Memory
• Ellis Island
• I Dreamed of Flying Like a Bird
• National Geographic Kids: Tornado!

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556953 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557892 • $24.95 

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556954 • $19.95
With 
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5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557046 • $19.95
With 
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Genre Study 
Genre studies are a structured approach to literary 
theory. Books that engage students with historical 
fiction, fantasy, and mystery help students prepare 
for upper-level English literature courses.
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978-0-545-69561-9

Liar, Liar
by Gary Paulsen 

In Liar, Liar, Kevin starts out believing that his lies are a great way to get by. But each lie seems to bring a 
consequence. Use the text to find examples of Kevin’s lies. Then complete the chart below to explain what 
these consequences are. 

Lie (cause) Consequence (effect) 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

What conclusion can you draw about telling lies from reading this book?
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978-0-545-69560-2

I Dreamed of Flying Like a Bird 
by Robert B. Haas

The author of this book says that taking aerial photographs is his dream job. But not every part of what 
he describes is very “dreamy.” Use details from the text to fill in the chart below.

Best parts of his job Worst parts of his job
1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10. 10.

Suppose the author of the book wanted to train you to become an aerial photographer, just like him. 
Would you jump at the chance, or would you say “no thanks?” Use evidence from the book and the chart 
above to write him a letter about your decision. Tell him what parts of the job you would most like and 
most dislike. Use a separate sheet of paper for your letter.  

BEST  
VALUE 
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978-0-545-69555-8

Bill the Boy Wonder
by Marc Tyler Nobleman • illustrated by Ty Templeton 

Marc Tyler Nobleman says that Bob Kane and Bill finger created Batman together. According to the 
book, what did each person contribute to Batman’s costume, history, setting, and character? 

Created by Bill Finger Created by Bob Kane
Costume Costume

History History

Setting Setting

Character Character

Why do you think Batman is “one of only two superheroes to be published monthly without interruption 
since the 1930s,” as the book says? Give evidence from the book to support your opinion. 
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978-0-545-69561-9

Liar, Liar
by Gary Paulsen 

In Liar, Liar, Kevin starts out believing that his lies are a great way to get by. But each lie seems to bring a 
consequence. Use the text to find examples of Kevin’s lies. Then complete the chart below to explain what 
these consequences are. 

Lie (cause) Consequence (effect) 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

What conclusion can you draw about telling lies from reading this book?
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978-0-545-69560-2

I Dreamed of Flying Like a Bird 
by Robert B. Haas

The author of this book says that taking aerial photographs is his dream job. But not every part of what 
he describes is very “dreamy.” Use details from the text to fill in the chart below.

Best parts of his job Worst parts of his job
1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10. 10.

Suppose the author of the book wanted to train you to become an aerial photographer, just like him. 
Would you jump at the chance, or would you say “no thanks?” Use evidence from the book and the chart 
above to write him a letter about your decision. Tell him what parts of the job you would most like and 
most dislike. Use a separate sheet of paper for your letter.  
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978-0-545-69559-6

Heat
by Mike Lupica

over the course of the novel Heat, readers get to know a lot about its main character, Michael Arroyo. 
Use the text to answer the following questions.

1. What are five things that matter deeply to Michael? 

2. What are five things that cause problems for Michael? 

3. In the book, it says, “Papi always used to tell him and Carlos that anybody could get knocked down, it 
was how you picked yourself up that was important.” (page 91) Does Michael follow this advice? If so, how?

4.  even though Michael has lost his father, he still has support from a surprisingly large number of 
people. Name three people who help him and how they do it. 

    1. 

    2. 

    3. 

5. Would you want to be Michael’s friend in real life? Why or why not? 

Fiction 5-Pack
• Crispin
• Heat
• The Lions of Little Rock
• One Crazy Summer
• Television

Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556959 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557900 • $39.95

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• Heroes of the Environment
• In the Margins
• The Revolution of Evelyn Serrano
• What’s Eating You?
• Who Wants Pizza?

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556958 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557899 • $24.95
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Heroes of the Environment: True Stories of People  
Who Are Helping to Protect Our Planet

by Harriet Rohmer

620723      

Heroes of the Environment: True Stories of People Who Are Helping to Protect Our Planet features  
12 heroes.  These 12 people have used creative ideas and strategies to help protect the environment. 
Choose three heroes who inspired you. Fill in the following chart below: 

Hero #1
 

Hero #2 Hero #3

Location

Goal

Strategy

His/Her Story  
Inspired You

2. Which hero worked on the most important problem?  Why? Support your opinion with text evidence.

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556957 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557897 • $24.95 

Genre Study Theme Pack
• Harlem Summer
• Jabberwocky
• Rump
• Stolen Children
• Stormbreaker 

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557047 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557936 • $24.95
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Harlem Summer
by Walter Dean Myers

620895

Genre Study: Historical Fiction

Historical fiction is realisitc fiction set in the past. Most historical fiction is set in real-life places. Often,  
it includes real events and people from history. To make Harlem Summer feel authentic, Walter Dean 
Myers had to research Harlem in the 1920s and include real details from that place and time. Review  
the text and fill in the “map” below with details Myers included. 

   Real People    Real Places           Real Events

 Language/Slang       Music                Other

126tH St
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978-0-545-69559-6

Heat
by Mike Lupica

over the course of the novel Heat, readers get to know a lot about its main character, Michael Arroyo. 
Use the text to answer the following questions.

1. What are five things that matter deeply to Michael? 

2. What are five things that cause problems for Michael? 

3. In the book, it says, “Papi always used to tell him and Carlos that anybody could get knocked down, it 
was how you picked yourself up that was important.” (page 91) Does Michael follow this advice? If so, how?

4.  even though Michael has lost his father, he still has support from a surprisingly large number of 
people. Name three people who help him and how they do it. 

    1. 

    2. 

    3. 

5. Would you want to be Michael’s friend in real life? Why or why not? 
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Heroes of the Environment: True Stories of People  
Who Are Helping to Protect Our Planet

by Harriet Rohmer

620723      

Heroes of the Environment: True Stories of People Who Are Helping to Protect Our Planet features  
12 heroes.  These 12 people have used creative ideas and strategies to help protect the environment. 
Choose three heroes who inspired you. Fill in the following chart below: 

Hero #1
 

Hero #2 Hero #3

Location

Goal

Strategy

His/Her Story  
Inspired You

2. Which hero worked on the most important problem?  Why? Support your opinion with text evidence.

Two-thirds of the achievement gap between  
lower- and higher-income youth can be 

explained by unequal access to summer learning 
opportunities. (Alexander et al. 2007)
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

Genre Study Theme Pack
• City of Light, City of Dark
• Five Sci-Fi Thrillers
• Langston Hughes
• The Shakespeare Stealer
• The Unexpected World of Nature

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556962 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557908 • $39.95

Fiction 5-Pack
• Counting by 7s
• Courage Has No Color
• Curveball: The Year I Lost My Grip
• Pictures of Hollis Woods
• The Red Pyramid

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• Bill the Boy Wonder
• Bomb
• Crow
• Guilty by a Hair!
• Guts

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556960 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557901 • $24.95 

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556961 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557903 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557048 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557937 • $24.95
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978-0-545-69556-5

The Red Pyramid
by Rick Riordan 

Sadie and Carter are caught in a war between different egyptian gods. Make your own trading cards 
that depict two of their most powerful friends and two of their most powerful enemies. 

 FRIENDS ENEMIES
Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)
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Write a News Article or Broadcast
Guts is an example of autobiographical writing. That means that the author, Gary Paulsen, wrote true stories 
about his own life. Reinvent one story from Guts as a newspaper article or the script for a TV news broadcast.
First, answer each question below with the most important details from the text. Then, use your answers and 
other text evidence to craft your report.

Who did this story happen to? __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did it happen? ________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

When did it happen? _________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

What is the main or most important thing that happened? ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Why or how did it happen? ____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

My news article or broadcast script:
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Guts 
by Gary Paulsen

620743  
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978-0-545-69539-8

The Unexpected World of Nature
edited by David Reisman

Suppose you are ernest Seton, who was featured in “Lobo, King of the Currumpaw,” the first piece in this 
collection. A newspaper reporter is interviewing you. fill in the answers to the questions. 

Thank you for letting me interview you, Mr. Seton. first, what made you hunt the wolf called “Lobo, King  
of the Currumpaw?”

What made Lobo special? 

Why did you get the job? 

What were some of the ways Lobo outsmarted you? 

What made Lobo vulnerable? 

What happened on January 31, 1894? 

I understand you took a photo that day. What effect did that photo have on you? 

What have you been doing lately, Mr. Seton? 

If you had one message you’d like us to remember, what would it be? 

Now, use a separate sheet of paper to tell the story from Lobo’s point of view.
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978-0-545-69556-5

The Red Pyramid
by Rick Riordan 

Sadie and Carter are caught in a war between different egyptian gods. Make your own trading cards 
that depict two of their most powerful friends and two of their most powerful enemies. 

 FRIENDS ENEMIES
Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)
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Write a News Article or Broadcast
Guts is an example of autobiographical writing. That means that the author, Gary Paulsen, wrote true stories 
about his own life. Reinvent one story from Guts as a newspaper article or the script for a TV news broadcast.
First, answer each question below with the most important details from the text. Then, use your answers and 
other text evidence to craft your report.

Who did this story happen to? __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did it happen? ________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

When did it happen? _________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

What is the main or most important thing that happened? ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Why or how did it happen? ____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

My news article or broadcast script:
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Guts 
by Gary Paulsen

620743  

Regardless of ethnicity, socioeconomic level, or  
previous achievement, children who read four or more  

books over the summer fare better on reading  
comprehension tests in the fall than their peers who  

read one or no books over the summer. (Kim 2004)
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Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556966 • $34.95
With 
Item: WNI557918 • $39.95

Grades 9–12 Literary Elements Theme Pack
• Bad Boy
• The Rose That Grew From Concrete
• The Scorpio Races
• Steampunk! 
• Trash

Literary Elements 
To become sophisticated readers, students must learn to identify 
the different elements that authors use to create a work of 
literature. Theme, characterization, conflict, setting, protagonist, 
antagonist, and point of view are among the many literary elements 
that students will be exposed to in this specialty theme pack. 

Nonfiction 5-Pack
• Imprisoned
• Legend
• Mind Readers
• Moonbird
• Titanic

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556963 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557910 • $24.95 

Fiction 5-Pack
• Hokey Pokey
• An Island Like You
• Not Your Parents’ Money Book
• The Raven Boys
• Uglies

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI556965 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557914 • $24.95

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets • Journal

Item: WNI557049 • $19.95
With 
Item: WNI557938 • $24.95
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620905  

Literary Elements: Organization, Story Structure, Setting, Character, Theme

I. Organization and Story Structure

After you have read the entire story, reexamine the organization of the book. Note the three  
sections: “The Trance,” “The Dreamrun,” and “Dogsong.” Consider the content of the sections  
and write a short summary of each. At the end of your third summary, explain, using text evidence, 
why “Dogsong” has the same title as the book.

The Trance:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

The Dreamrun:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dogsong:
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

What was Paulsen’s purpose in structuring the book this way? How does this structure help tell the 
story? Cite text evidence to support your response.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dogsong
By Gary Paulsen   

Trash
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978-0-545-69554-1

Unraveling Freedom
by Ann Bausum

According to Unraveling Freedom, one of the most controversial laws of World War I was the Sedition 
Act of 1917. It gave government sweeping power to investigate and punish people who were deemed to 
express unpatriotic speech and opinions. Was this law fair? Read the following two quotes and flesh out  
a justification for each of them, based on the text. Then write your own opinion. 

Opinion 1: “I see no reason why one should not say what one believes in times of war as in times of 
peace.” –Jane Addams, Social Activist, 1917

Opinion 2: “In time of great national peril, it is necessary sometimes that individuals shall be willing to 
surrender some of the privileges which they have for the sake of the greater good.” 
—Republican Congressman Dick Morgan of oklahoma, 1917

Your opinion: What is more important in wartime—freedom or safety? And does restricting speech 
provide freedom?

Moonbird

FPO
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978-0-545-69552-7

Endangered
by eliot Schrefer

War forces Endangered ’s main character, Sophie, to flee into the jungle of the Congo. The book is rich in 
sensory details that describe what she experiences physically as she tries to survive. Capture as many of 
these details as you can in the chart below.

What Sophie Senses 

Sight Sound Touch Taste Feel

Suppose you could interview Sophie about what her experiences of living through the war were like. Use 
the details above as the basis for both your questions and Sophie’s answers.  

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 
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978-0-545-69554-1

Unraveling Freedom
by Ann Bausum

According to Unraveling Freedom, one of the most controversial laws of World War I was the Sedition 
Act of 1917. It gave government sweeping power to investigate and punish people who were deemed to 
express unpatriotic speech and opinions. Was this law fair? Read the following two quotes and flesh out  
a justification for each of them, based on the text. Then write your own opinion. 

Opinion 1: “I see no reason why one should not say what one believes in times of war as in times of 
peace.” –Jane Addams, Social Activist, 1917

Opinion 2: “In time of great national peril, it is necessary sometimes that individuals shall be willing to 
surrender some of the privileges which they have for the sake of the greater good.” 
—Republican Congressman Dick Morgan of oklahoma, 1917

Your opinion: What is more important in wartime—freedom or safety? And does restricting speech 
provide freedom?

Moonbird
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978-0-545-69552-7

Endangered
by eliot Schrefer

War forces Endangered ’s main character, Sophie, to flee into the jungle of the Congo. The book is rich in 
sensory details that describe what she experiences physically as she tries to survive. Capture as many of 
these details as you can in the chart below.

What Sophie Senses 

Sight Sound Touch Taste Feel

Suppose you could interview Sophie about what her experiences of living through the war were like. Use 
the details above as the basis for both your questions and Sophie’s answers.  

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 

Question 

Sophie’s Answer 

The Raven Boys

The Raven Boys
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PreK Kindergarten Grade 1

PreK Spanish  
Fiction/Nonfiction  
10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584681 • $34.95

With 
Item: WNI584770 • $39.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK

Kindergarten Spanish  
Fiction/Nonfiction  
10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584685 •  $34.95

With 
Item: WNI584773 • $39.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK

Grade 1 Spanish  
Fiction/Nonfiction  
10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584688 • $34.95

With 
Item: WNI584776 • $39.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584679 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584768 • $24.95

Spanish Fiction 5-Pack

• Chica Chica Bum Bum
• Cultivamos sopa de verduras
• El primer día de escuela de Ratón
• Si le das un panqueque a una cerdita
• Un amigo de veras maravilloso
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Cultivamos sopa de verduras
por Lois Ehlert

Nota al ayudante: Juntos lean y disfruten del libro.  Lean las direcciones al estudiante y oriéntenlo con 
la actividad.  En otro momento, vuelvan a leer el libro juntos y completen la actividad del reverso.

Traza unas líneas de letras mayúsculas a las minúsculas. 

T m

O s

M t

A o

T e

E a

S t

283998

Spanish Fiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584682 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584771 • $24.95

• Los colores de la selva            
• Y siguió lloviendo
• Bailey
• Froggy aprende a nadar
• Si le das una galletita a un ratón  
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Si le das una galletita a un ratón         
por Laura Joffe Numeroff 

284005

Dibuja los artículos en cada sección.  Usa esto para que te ayude a contarle la 
historia a otra persona. 

Pluma/bolígrafo 
Cinta adhesiva

Galletita  
Vaso de leche

Sorbete
Servilleta

Espejo 
Tijeritas

EscobaLavar el piso  
Balde

Cajia  
Libro

Papel 
Lápices  
de colores

Spanish Fiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584686 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584774 • $24.95

• El autobús mágico vuela al espacio
• Froggy juega al fútbol
• Si llevas un ratón al cine
• El diario de una lombriz
• ¡A pasear, Hombre Mosca!  
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Froggy juega al fútbol 
por Jonathan London

284012

1. Con la ayuda de alguien en casa, lee las siguientes afirmaciones y 
escribe al costado de ellas quién las dijo en la historia:

1. Si vencemos a Los Feroces 
ganaremos la Copa  
de la Ciudad

2. ¡Vamos! ¡Llegaremos tarde  
al partido!

3.  Sólo el portero puede 
atrapar la pelota y ¡tú no 
eres el portero! 

4. Somos un equipo. ¡Somos  
Los Fabulosos! 

5. ¡Hura! 

2. Marca la opción correcta:
1.  Cuando Froggy se subió los  

calzoncillos hubo un ruido:
a. ¡zip!                                                                                         
b. ¡snap!                                                                                       
c. ¡zap! 

2  Cuando Froggy se calzó  
las zapatillas el ruido fue:
a ¡zop!                                                                                         
b. ¡zup!                                                                                        
c. ¡plaf!

3  El papá de Froggy era:
a.  el entrenador asistente                                                              
b. un jugador                                                                                
c.  el portero

4. La entrenadora era:
a. La mamá de Froggy                                                                     
b. la mamá de Max                                                                          
c. una jugadora

Spanish Nonfiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584680 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584769 • $24.95

• El festín de los animales
• Animaletras
• Veo números
• ¡Cosas que andan!
• Pequeño zoológico  
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Lola en la biblioteca
por Anna McQuinn y Rosalind Beardshaw

Nota al ayudante:  Juntos lean y disfruten del libro.  Lean las direcciones al estudiante y oriéntenlo con 
la actividad.  En otro momento, vuelvan a leer el libro juntos y completen la actividad del reverso. 

Banco de palabras  
Lola libros martes cuento
mucho montón espuma mamá
caminando semanas casa biblioteca
mochila merendar jugo mejor

La tabla titulada Banco de palabras, contiene palabras que se  
encuentran directa o indirectamente en el libro.   

1. Del Banco de palabras, escribe abajo las palabras que se escriben 
con la letra inicial “m”.  Traza y completa la del modelo, y continúa.

2.  Luego, cuenta las letras de cada palabra y escribe el número en el 
pequeño cuadrado al lado de la palabra.

1 muc__ __

2

3

4

5

6

7

283999

Spanish Nonfiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584683 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584772 • $24.95

• Gus cultiva una planta
• El más grande, el más fuerte, el más rápido
• Vamos a recoger manzanas y calabazas
• ¡Insectos! ¡Insectos!
• Soy el agua 
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Soy el agua 
por Jean Marzollo

284009

Encierra con un lápiz la fila que contiene las letras que forman la 
palabra piscina.

a s c i n p i

p i s c i n a

a p n i i s c

Encierra con un lápiz la fila que contiene las letras que forman la 
palabra agua.

a a g u

u a a g

a g u a

Encierra con un lápiz la fila que contiene la palabra agua.

a guava guagua hache

agua agua agua agua

guaa ahua agüe agúa

Spanish Nonfiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584687 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584775 • $24.95

• El chiquero
• ¡Tiburón al ataque!
• Ellen Ochoa
• El autobús mágico: Viaja con el viento
• Ranas fantásticas 
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El chiquero
por Mark Teague

284015

Escribe en el paréntesis, al costado de cada oración, un número que indique la 
secuencia de los hechos; es decir el orden en el que ocurrieron las cosas en la 
historia. Todas las oraciones están en el libro: 

a. Cuando la mamá de Wendell fue a ver si ya estaba 
todo recogido, el cerdo se escondió.   

b. De pronto, recordó un dicho que había oído la unión 
hace la fuerza.

c. Wendell observó el cuarto y dio el visto bueno.

d. sus amigos volvían para jugar una partidita de 
Monopolio.

e. Una gran sorpresa: un cerdo enorme se había tumbado 
en su cama.

f. El lunes por la tarde, la mamá de Wendell Fultz le pidió 
que…(

g. Pero parecía que al cerdo no le molestaba el 
desorden.

h. Y dejaban todas las piezas por el suelo.

i. ¡Basta ya! ¡No lo aguanto más! gritó Wendell.

las respuestas de la otra página: d & e.   
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Each pack includes Spanish Think Sheets and NEW Spanish journals.



Spanish Grades 2–3

Order online at scholastic.com/mybookssummer18

Grade 2 Grade 3

Grade 2 Spanish  
Fiction/Nonfiction  
10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584691 • $34.95

With 
Item: WNI584779 • $39.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK

Grade 3 Spanish  
Fiction/Nonfiction  
10-Pack

10 Books • 10 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584695 •  $34.95

With 
Item: WNI584784 • $39.95

BEST  
VALUE 
10-PACK

A child who  
comes from a home 
with just 20 books 
will, on average, 

complete two more 
years of school than 
would a child from 

a home without any 
books at all.

Each pack includes Spanish Think Sheets and NEW Spanish journals.

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584689 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584777 • $24.95

Spanish Fiction 5-Pack

• ¡Qué montón de tamales!
• Óscar
• Un sillón para mi mamá
• La Tierra
• ¡La verdadera historia de los tres cerditos!
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¡La verdadera historia de los tres cerditos!
por Jon Scieszka

 284021

1. Taza de azúcar, 2. Estornudo, 3. Hermano, 4. Afeitarse.

¿Te acuerdas de la historia de los tres cerditos y el lobo? La  
versión que has leído es diferente.  Haz una lista de las cosas  
en común o las semejanzas que has encontrado entre las  
historias y otra sobre las diferencias. En el cuarto espacio escribe  
cuál fue la más interesante de las semejanzas y cuál la más  
interesante de las diferencias. 

Semejanzas  
(cosas en común)   Diferencias

1.

2.

3.

Tu 
opinión:

Spanish Fiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584692 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584781 • $24.95

• Un caso grave de rayas
• En busca del Titanic
• Ferno, el dragón de fuego
• Minina Mala se baña
• ¡Ruedo como puedo!   
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Un caso grave de rayas 
por David Shannon

284033

¡Trabajando con sílabas!  Las palabras graves o llanas  son aquellas que 
llevan la mayor fuerza de la voz en la penúltima sílaba. ¿Sabías que el 80% de 
palabras castellanas, con acento ortográfico o prosódico, (escrito o no escrito, 
respectivamente), son de este tipo?   ¿Sabías que si éstas terminan en “vocal”, o en 
consonantes “n” o “s”, no llevan acento ortográfico?

Direcciones: (1) Traza una línea que vaya de izquierda a derecha, emparejando el 
principio y final de palabra.  Ya trazamos la primera. Todas las palabras son sacadas 
del libro y todas son llanas o graves. 

 ai   bas
 vis   ta
 ver   na
 lle   yas
 ra   la
 ha   to
 sue   ga
 na   da
 cla   re
 fal   ño
 ten   ses

Direcciones: (2) Con las palabras que has unido, completa las oraciones de la 
mejor manera posible.  Tienes oportunidad de usar todas las palabras. No todas las 
oraciones se refieren al libro pero el uso es idéntico. ¡Buena suerte!

 1. El doctor nunca había ________________ algo así.

 2. Al día siguiente, Camila estaba toda cubierta de _______________.

 3. Hay muchas __________________ de enfermedades.

 4. Dijo con voz seria: ¡Esto no me gusta ____________________!

 5. Su mamá había pasado muchas noches sin dormir, tenía mucho _______________.

 6.  Es bueno hacer ejercicio al __________________ libre.

 7. No había visto a su abuelita en muchos años. Quería ____________________.

 8. Es posible que él ____________________ razón.

 9. Cuando finalmente llegaron a Misa, se dieron cuenta que  
  la Iglesia estaba __________________.

 10.  ¿Cuántas ausencias o ____________________ puede tener Rosario en la escuela?

 11. A Camila le gustaba mucho comer _________________ pero no lo hacía sino hasta  
  el final del cuento, por temor al ridículo.

Spanish Nonfiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584690 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584778 • $24.95

• Alexander y el día terrible, horrible, espantoso, 
horroroso

• El autobús mágico en medio de la tormenta
• Pingüinos finos
• Vamos a leer sobre... César Chávez
• La vida en el arrecife de coral
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Ordena las letras y descubrirás unas palabras. Todas las palabras están en el libro. 
Luego, haz un dibujo en el rectángulo que tienes al lado. Tu dibujo debe  

representar, de alguna manera, la palabra que has descubierto.  

1. laroc :  _____________________    4. ilganua:  _____________________

2. ubinórt:  _____________________ 5. feicerar:  _____________________

3. lanicoos :  _____________________ 6. gasla:  _____________________

1. V, 2. F, 3. V, 4. F

La vida en el arrecife de coral
por Christine Taylor-Butler

284029

Spanish Nonfiction 5-Pack

5 Books • 5 Think Sheets 
Item: WNI584694 • $19.95

With 
Item: WNI584782 • $24.95

• El abusón del pantano negro
• Frida
• Owen y Mzee, La verdadera historia de una 

amistad increíble
• Soy Roberto Clemente
• Volcanes: ¡A correr!
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Owen y Mzee: La verdadera historia de una amistad increíble
por Isabella Hatkoff, Craig Hatkoff y la Dra. Paula Kahumbu

284035

Clave de respuestas del reverso: 1g, 2j, 3c, 4e, 5h, 6d, 7f, 8a, 9b, 10i

La amistad entre estos dos animales es realmente extraordinaria, y nadie puede estar 
seguro con certeza cómo o por qué se dio.  Imagínate que Owen o Mzee podrían 
explicarlo.  Escribe desde la perspectiva de cada personaje, detallando los eventos 
que precedieron y dieron lugar a su encuentro.  Explica su singular amistad.

Mzee:“

        ”

Owen:“

       ”



PreK

GIVE THE  
GIFT OF LITERACY  
ALL YEAR LONG!

T
here are many opportunities throughout the 

year to provide children with quality books and 

resources that build text-rich environments. 

Scholastic FACE—Family and Community 

Engagement—is committed to reaching out to every 

caring adult to ensure effective and sustainable literacy 

support for all children, whether in school, in the 

community, or in the home. Through Bring Literacy 

Home, Scholastic will subsidize all books purchased for 

student ownership by 55–80% and ship them for free.

Scholastic FACE also offers additional programming in 

support of student literacy, including:

• Summer Reading Programs

• Family Literacy Workshops

• Board Books with Family Reading Tips

• Community Mentoring programs

• Expanded Learning Solutions

• Professional Development

Visit scholastic.com/face/bringliteracyhome  
to become a member.
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BECOMING A MEMBER IS 
FAST, EASY, AND FREE!
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ITEM # GR TITLE # 
BKS

LIST 
PRICE

YOUR 
PRICE QTY TOTAL

PreK

WNI556923 PreK Fiction 5-Pack 5 $37.74 $19.95 
WNI557825 PreK Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $42.73 $24.95 
WNI556924 PreK Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $39.29 $19.95 
WNI557829 PreK Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $42.73 $24.95 
WNI556925 PreK Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $74.04 $34.95 
WNI557830 PreK Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $74.48 $39.95 
WNI556967 PreK School Readiness Theme Pack 5 $36.74 $19.95 
WNI557921 PreK School Readiness Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $44.28 $24.95 

KINDERGARTEN

WNI556926 K Fiction 5-Pack 5 $35.34 $19.95 
WNI557833 K Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $44.77 $24.95 
WNI556927 K Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $35.78 $19.95 
WNI557837 K Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $40.81 $24.95 
WNI556928 K Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $68.13 $34.95 
WNI557839 K Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $74.60 $39.95 
WNI556968 K School Readiness Theme Pack 5 $40.04 $19.95 
WNI557925 K School Readiness Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $45.07 $24.95 

GRADE 1

WNI556930 1 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $39.29 $19.95 
WNI557841 1 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $44.28 $24.95 
WNI556933 1 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $42.79 $19.95 
WNI557843 1 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $45.77 $24.95 
WNI556934 1 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $79.09 $34.95 
WNI557846 1 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $79.07 $39.95 
WNI557041 1 Health & Wellness Theme Pack 5 $33.33 $19.95 
WNI557927 1 Health & Wellness Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $38.77 $24.95 

GRADE 2

WNI556936 2 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $38.29 $19.95 
WNI557848 2 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $44.77 $24.95 
WNI556938 2 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $36.82 $19.95 
WNI557850 2 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $47.31 $24.95 
WNI556940 2 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $72.12 $34.95 
WNI557853 2 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $78.11 $39.95 
WNI557042 2 Health & Wellness Theme Pack 5 $35.83 $19.95 
WNI557929 2 Health & Wellness Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $42.77 $24.95 

GRADE 3

WNI556941 3 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $39.79 $19.95 
WNI557858 3 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $43.77 $24.95 
WNI556943 3 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $37.78 $19.95 
WNI557864 3 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $48.73 $24.95 
WNI556944 3 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $74.58 $34.95 
WNI557869 3 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $81.52 $39.95 
WNI557043 3 STEM Theme Pack 5 $39.24 $19.95 
WNI557931 3 STEM Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $46.73 $24.95 

GRADE 4

WNI556945 4 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $40.78 $19.95 
WNI557875 4 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $45.28 $24.95 
WNI556946 4 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $41.29 $19.95 
WNI557878 4 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $47.77 $24.95 
WNI556947 4 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $79.08 $34.95 
WNI557882 4 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $82.07 $39.95 
WNI557044 4 STEM Theme Pack 5 $42.74 $19.95 
WNI557933 4 STEM Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $50.73 $24.95 

GRADE 5

WNI556949 5 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $42.29 $19.95 
WNI557885 5 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $45.77 $24.95 
WNI556950 5 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $44.82 $19.95 
WNI557887 5 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $48.77 $24.95 
WNI556952 5 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $84.12 $34.95 
WNI557890 5 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $83.56 $39.95 
WNI557045 5 STEM Theme Pack 5 $44.74 $19.95 
WNI557934 5 STEM Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $49.73 $24.95 

GRADE 6

WNI556953 6 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $40.82 $19.95 
WNI557892 6 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $56.81 $24.95 
WNI556954 6 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $50.74 $19.95 
WNI557895 6 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $49.73 $24.95 
WNI556955 6 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $88.57 $34.95 
WNI557896 6 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $95.56 $39.95 
WNI557046 6 Genre Study Theme Pack 5 $45.78 $19.95 
WNI557935 6 Genre Study Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $55.77 $24.95 

ITEM # GR TITLE # 
BKS

LIST 
PRICE

YOUR 
PRICE QTY TOTAL

GRADE 7

WNI556957 7 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $46.29 $19.95 
WNI557897 7 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $50.73 $24.95 
WNI556958 7 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $51.33 $19.95 
WNI557899 7 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $56.73 $24.95 
WNI556959 7 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $94.63 $34.95 
WNI557900 7 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $96.48 $39.95 
WNI557047 7 Genre Study Theme Pack 5 $46.78 $19.95 
WNI557936 7 Genre Study Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $53.85 $24.95 

GRADE 8

WNI556960 8 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $53.78 $19.95 
WNI557901 8 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $52.77 $24.95 
WNI556961 8 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $45.78 $19.95 
WNI557903 8 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $48.81 $24.95 
WNI556962 8 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $96.57 $34.95 
WNI557908 8 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $90.60 $39.95 
WNI557048 8 Genre Study Theme Pack 5 $43.78 $19.95 
WNI557937 8 Genre Study Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $51.73 $24.95 

GRADES 9–12

WNI556963 9–12 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $51.82 $19.95 
WNI557910 9–12 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $58.82 $24.95 
WNI556965 9–12 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $58.78 $19.95 
WNI557914 9–12 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $48.82 $24.95 
WNI556966 9–12 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $107.61 $34.95 
WNI557918 9–12 Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $96.66 $39.95 
WNI557049 9–12 Literary Elements Theme Pack 5 $56.33 $19.95 
WNI557938 9–12 Literary Elements Theme Pack with TrackIt! 5 $49.86 $24.95 

SPANISH GRADES PreK–3

WNI584679 Sp Pre-K Fiction 5-Pack 5 $39.74 $19.95 
WNI584768 Sp Pre-K Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $47.63 $24.95 
WNI584680 Sp Pre-K Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $31.90 $19.95 
WNI584769 Sp Pre-K Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $39.89 $24.95 
WNI584681 Sp Pre-K Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $68.65 $34.95 
WNI584770 Sp Pre-K Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $76.64 $39.95 
WNI584682 Span K Fiction 5-Pack 5 $34.37 $19.95 
WNI584771 Span K Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $42.36 $24.95 
WNI584683 Span K Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $31.86 $19.95 
WNI584772 Span K Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $39.85 $24.95 
WNI584685 Span K Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $63.24 $34.95 
WNI584773 Span K Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $71.23 $39.95 
WNI584686 Span 1 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $33.42 $19.95 
WNI584774 Span 1 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $41.41 $24.95 
WNI584687 Span 1 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $31.90 $19.95 
WNI584775 Span 1 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $39.89 $24.95 
WNI584688 Span 1 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $62.33 $34.95 
WNI584776 Span 1 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $70.32 $39.95 
WNI584689 Span 2 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $38.82 $19.95 
WNI584777 Span 2 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $46.81 $24.95 
WNI584690 Span 2 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $33.82 $19.95 
WNI584778 Span 2 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $41.81 $24.95 
WNI584691 Span 2 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $69.65 $34.95 
WNI584779 Span 2 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $77.64 $39.95 
WNI584692 Span 3 Fiction 5-Pack 5 $34.94 $19.95 
WNI584781 Span 3 Fiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $42.93 $24.95 
WNI584694 Span 3 Nonfiction 5-Pack 5 $35.94 $19.95 
WNI584782 Span 3 Nonfiction 5-Pack with TrackIt! 5 $43.93 $24.95 
WNI584695 Span 3 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack 10 $67.89 $34.95 
WNI584784 Span 3 Fiction and Nonfiction 10-Pack with TrackIt! 10 $75.88 $39.95 

CUSTOM OPTIONS AND ADD-ONS

ASK2013129 ALL Custom Summer Reading Letter - $1.00 

WNI631244  ALL Drawstring Backpack—White - $4.99 

WNI631261 ALL Drawstring Backpack—Black - $4.99

WNI631262 ALL Drawstring Backpack—Lime - $4.99

WNI631263 ALL Drawstring Backpack—Orange - $4.99

SUBTOTAL  

Five-packs include five books and five Think Sheets.  
Fiction/nonfiction ten-packs include ten books and ten Think Sheets.

TOTAL YOUR ORDER AT THE TOP OF PAGE 21.
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Ship To (Please Print)

Name 

Email*  

School  

School Address  

City/State/Zip 

Title  

Grade(s) You Teach  Teaching Since  

*By providing your email address, you are permitting Scholastic to send you information  
by	electronic	mail.

Bill To (If Different)

Name 

Telephone 

Address 

City/State/Zip  

Payment Method 
 Check	or money order enclosed

 Charge my:  MasterCard  VISA  Discover  American Express

Credit Card #  Expires  

Signature 

 Bill Me 
Applies	only	to	orders	of	$25	or	more.	School	address	only.	If	you	are	being	
billed,	please	provide	the	following	information:

Order Authorized By Title 

Signature 

Purchase Order # 
Unless otherwise noted on your purchase order, Scholastic’s terms are 
FOB (Freight On Board) shipping point. 

No-Risk Guarantee
Every Scholastic product is unconditionally guaranteed. If for 

any	reason	you	are	not	completely	satisfied,	contact	us	within	30	
days	and	we	will	credit	your	account,	no	questions	asked.

Online:  
scholastic.com/mybookssummer

Phone:  
1-800-387-1437  

(Between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. CST, Mon.–Fri.)

Fax:  
1-800-560-6815

Mail: 
Scholastic Inc., P.O. Box 7502 

Jefferson City, MO 65102-9964

It’s Easy To Order
1. Simply fill out the order form on pages  

20-21 or your school purchase order.

2. Please be sure to list the complete  
item number.

3. Provide your complete mailing address. 
Shipments cannot be made to a post  
office box number.

Shipping
A	shipping	and	handling	charge	of	9%	($2.25	minimum)	will	be	added	
to	invoices.	Deliveries	in	the	U.S.	may	be	expected	about	three	to	four	
weeks	after	we	receive	your	order.	Shipments	might	arrive	in	several	
cartons a day or more apart.

Method Of Payment
You	should	make	your	payment	with	your	order	or	upon	receipt	of	invoice.	
Checks	and	money	orders	should	be	made	payable	to	Scholastic Inc. 
You can also charge to your VISA, MasterCard, American Express, or 
Discover card (minimum order $25).
To	be	billed,	please	indicate	the	name	and	title	of	the	person	authorizing	
the	order,	his	or	her	signature,	and	the	purchase	order	number.
C.O.D.	orders	will	not	be	accepted.

Customer Service 
Let customer service help. 
If	you	have	any	questions	about	your	order,	call 1-800-724-2222,  
fax 1-800-560-6815, or email lpcs@scholastic.com. 
Please	be	ready	with	your	invoice	number	and	date	of	order.

TOTAL YOUR ORDER HERE

SUBTOTAL 

Shipping/Handling Add 9%

*Sales Tax

TOTAL

Allow Backorder  Yes  No  

*	State	law	requires	that	sales	tax	be	added	to	your	order	unless	we	have	a	sales	
tax	 exemption	 certificate	 on	 file.	 If	 tax	 has	 been	 added	 to	 your	 order	 and	 you	
are	 exempt	 from	 sales	 tax,	 please	 fax	 your	 sales	 tax	 exemption	 certificate	 to	
Scholastic Inc. at 800-560-6815, or mail to Scholastic Inc., 2931 E. McCarty 
Street., Jefferson City, MO 65101.

Photos ©: Dreamstime/Luisrsphoto: 13; Getty Images/Fuse: 19; iStockphoto: cover (diego_cervo), 4 top (GlobalStock), 16 (Lena Sergeeva), 6 (lostinbids), 8, 18 (Maica), 11 (suksao999); Media Bakery: 12 (Martyn Goddard), 
14 (Shannon Fagan); Shutterstock, Inc.: 15 (Anneka), 5 (arindambanerjee), 9 (bikeriderlondon), back cover background (Dudarev Mikhail), 1 (Olesya Feketa), 7 (OLHA TOLSTA), 4 bottom (XiXinXing), 10 (Zurijeta).
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The Scholastic Summer Reading Challenge  
is a global campaign dedicated to stopping  
the “summer slide,” getting kids to read  
more books, and championing parent and 
teacher involvement to help motivate kids.

For the summer of 2015, Scholastic is challenging kids to Read for 
the World Record and keep reading and learning all summer long. 
The Scholastic Summer Challenge, which launches on May 5, is a 
global summer reading program with a robust online community 
for kids, parents, librarians, and educators—and it’s all FREE.

In addition to logging minutes read for the Scholastic World 
Record, kids can: 
• engage in fun activities related to books and reading 
• track their minutes all summer on the virtual reading map 
• earn virtual rewards by meeting weekly reading goals 
• chat with fellow readers on the message boards 

New World Record for  
Summer Reading: 

304,749,681  
minutes read

(2013 record 176,438,473)

Number of participating 
schools: 12,770

Total number of students who 
logged reading minutes: 1,310,163

All 50 states in the U.S.  
participated.

29 countries participated.

Log on this spring to join 
the challenge and the fun!

• participate in fun sweepstakes!

In 2014, Scholastic inspired more 
than 1.3 million kids from 12,770 
schools in 29 countries to set a 
new record for summer reading—
more than 304 million minutes!

Purchase  
My Books Summer 
take-home packs  

today so your  
students can 
participate! 


